Dear Parent/Carer
I hope you are all keeping well.
Further to my letter on Monday, I wish to give more clarity regarding start and finish times for year
groups in September. The whole school team and I have worked hard to plan for the new school year
following the government guidance given last week. Below are the staggered times for each year
group.
School Start Time

School Finish time
EYFS KS2 playground BLUE cones
Year 1 HV - KS 2 playground YELLOW cones
Year 1 / 2 KG - KS1 playground ORANGE cones

8:30am start

Year 2 NB - KS1 playground RED cones

2:30pm finish

Year 3
EW - KS1 playground ORANGE cones
ER - KS1 playground RED cones

8:45am start

Year 5
MG - KS2 playground YELLOW cones
KM - KS2 playground BLUE cones

2:45pm finish

Year 4
MW - KS2 playground ORANGE cones
HJ -KS1 playground RED cones

9:00am Start

Year 6
POD A SW/AS - KS2 playground YELLOW cones
POD B MH/EB - KS2 playground BLUE cones

3:00pm finish

Unfortunately, it has not been possible to facilitate the same times for siblings therefore please can
we ask parents who are waiting for other children, to wait in the MUGA in KS2 playground or the
Football Cage in KS1.
I would like to stress that it is imperative that your child returns to school as normal on the 7th
September as this may result in sanctions regarding non-attendance. I would advise parents to
consider the risk of travelling abroad over the summer holidays as travel arrangements could be
disrupted due to factors arising in relation to coronavirus.
Hopefully we will be issuing uniform the last week of the holidays, I’m sure you can appreciate we
need to put a plan in place regarding social distancing. We will be in touch with a time slot for you to
collect the uniform pack.
Take care everyone.
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